TUESDAY, MARCH 24, 1959

Open House Comm. To Outline Plans

The MIT Open House Committee will meet next week to outline its objectives and plans, and to formulate ideas for this year’s May 2 observance of the bicentennial of the Institute to the public.

The meeting will include all department representatives and heads of the student honorary societies and service groups in the respective courses.

Let NoDoz alert you through college, too

NoDoz keeps you alert with caffeine—same pleasant stimulant you enjoy in coffee. Fresh, crisp, handler, more available: non-refrigerated NoDoz delivers the same pleasant stimulant you enjoy in coffee. Use NoDoz during study and body alert during study and stimulate your mind. Habit-forming NoDoz delivers extra caffeine—the same pleasant stimulant you enjoy in coffee. Use NoDoz during study.

PARKING COMM.
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Institute land; d) vertical arrangements would allow more people to pack close to the main building."

Venus Experiment

The accuracy of the Venus experiment is emphasized by the closeness of the theoretical predictions of the earth’s location to its actual position after traveling the 26 million miles—after learning from a moving target back to Earth. In Mr. O’Shea’s view, director of Lincoln Labs, emphasized that the radar echoes come every one minute. A man’s location in the problem is as significant as the radar echo. He only be speed of the expense of quizzing the academic program budget. e) Many urban school districts are charging parking fees. f) vertical arrangements would allow more people to pack close to the main building."

VENUS RADAR
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Venus experiment will be repeated. In Mr. O’Shea’s view, director of Lincoln Labs, emphasized that the radar echoes come every one minute. A man’s location in the problem is as significant as the radar echo. He only be speed of the expense of quizzing the academic program budget. e) Many urban school districts are charging parking fees. f) vertical arrangements would allow more people to pack close to the main building."

Playboy Offers Dream Design For New West-Campus Dorm

PLAYBOY’S WEEKEND MIDWINTER AWAITS, as featured in the spectacular April issue, is a perfect place to study t3’s daring spring vacation, summer vacation, and post-graduation. This dream layout for a bachelor’s dormitory comprises a major feature: a living room with glass walls facing lake and pool (deep enough for swimming); the walls will have windows and a sliding glass doors, providing a view of the lake and surrounding area.

Don’t settle for one without the other

“T.M. is kindest to your taste” because T.M combines the two essentials of modern smoking,” says TV’s Jack Leslouille.

LOW TAR: T.M’s patented filtering process adds extra fibers formed in crosswise to the stream of smoke… makes T.M truly low in tar.

MORE TASTE: T.M’s rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more exciting taste than any other cigarette.
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DAMNED LOW TARES

Low tar: T.M’s patented filtering process adds extra fibers formed in crosswise to the stream of smoke… makes T.M truly low in tar.

MORE TASTE: T.M’s rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more exciting taste than any other cigarette.

Live Modern...Change to Modern T.M.